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Abstract

Tris(2,2’-bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chelate exhibits strong electrogenerated chemiluminescence

during cathodic high-voltage pulse-polarization of pointed Pt electrode in aqueous solutions. The

present method is based on a field emission or other type of tunnel emission of hot electrons into

an aqueous electrolyte solution. The method allows the detection of tris(2,2’-

bipyridine)ruthenium(II) and its derivatives below nanomolar concentration levels and yields linear

log-log calibration plots spanning several orders of magnitude of concentration.
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Introduction

It has been previously shown that tris(2,2’-bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chelate (Ru(bpy)3
2+) can be

sensitively detected on the basis of chemiluminescence in the presence of hydrated electrons and

strongly oxidizing radicals such as sulphate radicals and chlorine atoms and dichlorineradical ions

[1,2]. Ru(bpy)3
2+ is a well-known label molecule in bioaffinity assays such as in immuno- and DNA-

probing assays [3]. In general, salts of Ru(bpy)3
2+ are very stable, water-soluble compounds that

can be chemically modified with reactive groups on one of the bipyridyl ligands to form activated

species with which for example proteins, haptens and nucleic acids are readily labelled [4].

Therefore, Ru(bpy)3
2+ has been used as a label in different techniques but mainly in

electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL) based analysis [5]. Traditionally, the anodic ECL of

Ru(bpy)3
2+ has been measured in the conventional three electrode cell using gold or platinum

electrodes as both counter and working electrodes and Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode [6]. The

ECL mechanism of Ru(bpy)3
2+ normally utilized is based on the use of coreactants which produce

reducing radicals upon one-electron oxidization. In commercial kits the coreactant is typically a

tertiary amine, tripropylamine (TPA). Both Ru(bpy)3
2+-label and TPA are oxidized at the surface of

the working electrode (Au, Pt or carbon), forming Ru(bpy)3
3+-derivative and TPA+., respectively. In

the appropriate pH range, the TPA+. loses a proton forming strongly reducing TPA., which

successively reacts with strongly oxidizing Ru(bpy)3
3+ resulting in the excited label molecule

Ru(bpy)3
2+*. The resulting 3MLCT excited state decays to the ground state by emitting light at 620

nm. In principle, the excitation cycle may occur repeatedly several times for each label molecule

[6].

An alternative system studied previously is based on the use of cathodically pulse-polarized

disposable oxide-coated aluminum [7] or silicon [8] electrodes with a quite freely selectable

counter electrode. According to previous studies, strongly oxidizing species such as sulphate and

hydroxyl radicals can be cathodically generated at pulse polarized thin insulating film-coated metal

electrodes in fully aqueous solutions [9,10,11,12]. We have recently shown that also hole injection

is possible into aqueous electrolyte solutions by anodic voltage pulses in case of an oxide-coated

metal electrode [13].



The cathodic pulse polarization of thin insulating film-coated metal or strongly doped

semiconductor [14,15] electrodes induce as the primary step a tunnel emission (field-assisted

direct tunnelling [16]) of hot electrons (ehot
-) into aqueous electrolyte solutions. This probably

results in a subsequent generation of hydrated electrons (eaq
-) and oxidizing radicals such as

sulphate radicals (SO4
.-) from added coreactants [17,18]. Hot or hydrated electrons can react with

compounds that are difficult to reduce, and therefore cathodic reductions usually not possible to

carry out in aqueous solutions can be accomplished when hydrated electrons act as mediators

[19]. Analogous phenomena have also been observed at oxide-coated silicon electrodes [15,20]. It

is unlikely that all of the emitted hot electrons are reacting at the aluminum oxide/solution

interface with solute species during the high amplitude cathodic pulse-polarization. If tunnel-

emitted electrons have enough energy, they can be injected into the conduction band of water

and become hydrated electrons after thermalization and solvation processes [21,22]. This

precludes that the concentration of the coreactant added to produce oxidizing radicals is not too

high and electron species are not too efficiently scavenged by oxidizing radical precursors, such as,

peroxodisulphate ion, hydrogen peroxide or molecular oxygen. Peroxodisulphate ions and

hydrogen peroxide react near diffusion controlled rate with hydrated electrons and produce highly

oxidizing sulphate or hydroxyl radicals upon one-electron reduction [23]. Hence, highly reducing

and oxidizing conditions are simultaneously achieved in the vicinity of the electrode surface by

appropriate selection of the concentration of the cathodic coreactant [17,18]. We have previously

shown that Ru(bpy)3
2+ can be very sensitively detected by hot electron-induced

electrochemiluminescence (HECL) at oxide-coated aluminium or silicon electrodes in fully aqueous

solutions [7,24].

Ru(bpy)3
2+ is known to produce cathodic ECL in the presence of peroxodisulphate ions at active

metal electrodes in acetonitrile and acetonitrile-water mixtures, but not in fully aqueous solutions

[25]. Bard et al. have suggested that either Ru(bpy)3
+ is not produced, or is a highly unstable

species, or peroxodisulphate is always reduced with concerted two-electron transfer at active

metal electrode in fully aqueous solutions [25]. We have recently demonstrated that hot electrons

can be injected into aqueous electrolyte solutions from pointed metal cathodes resulting in HECL

of an aromatic Tb(III) chelate not excitable on the basis of traditional electrochemistry at active



metal electrodes in aqueous solution [26]. The present work was carried out to study if analogous

cathodic HECL of Ru(bpy)3
2+ chelate in fully aqueous solution could be observed.

Experimental

Tris(2,2’-bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride hexahydrate, benzophenon-4-carboxylate and Tween 20

were purchased from Aldrich. K2S2O8, Na2B4O7.10H2O,  H2O2, NaNO3, NaNO2, NaBr, NaI, NaN3,

NaSCN and HCOONa were pro analysi or suprapur products of Merck. Ethanol was supplied by Oy

Alko Ab and suprapur Na2SO4 by Merck. Hexamminecobalt(III) chloride was a product of Ventron.

Quartz-distilled water was used in all solutions. The safety precautions required in handling of the

reagents have been presented previously [27,28].

The ECL measurements were made in 0.2 M boric acid buffer at pH 9.2. Boric acid buffer was used

due to its unreactivity toward sulphate radicals and hydrated electrons. The methods of ECL

excitation are described elsewhere [9,10,11,12,17,18]. Measurements were made either through

580-nm long pass filter or an interference filter having a transmission maximum of 620 nm and

bandwidth of about 10 nm. The apparatus has been described earlier elsewhere [11,29]

Working electrode was a sharpened platinum wire electrode (0.5-mm diameter) and the counter

electrode was a platinum cup electrode fabricated similarly as the aluminium cup electrodes

earlier  [11,29].  Effective  Pt  cup  solution  surface  area  was  about  2.1  cm2 and that of Pt wire

electrode fixed to ca. 8 mm2.

Results and Discussion

Presently used pointed Pt wire electrode against the same large area Pt cup counter electrode was

used earlier in case of HECL of an aromatic Tb(III) chelate. In that study hot electrons were injected

also into a peroxydisulphate solution, and the optimal peroxydisulphate concentration was

observed to be 0.030 M [26]. When calibration plot of Ru(bpy)3
2+ was measured in 0.03 M K2S2O8

solution, a linear plot spanning several orders of magnitude of concentration was readily observed

in borate buffer at pH 9.2 (Fig. 1). Obviously, the present system could be used also for



determination of peroxydisulphate as demonstrated previously [7], even if determination of

peroxydisulphate is not often analytically important.

The present measuring system allows photomultiplier tube to detect luminescence regardless it is

formed at the cathode or at the anode. I.e. the sum of possible anodic or cathodic ECL is always

measured. Earlier, when the polarity of the Pt wire electrode and Pt cup electrode were reversed

no HECL of the aromatic Tb(III) chelate could be obtained [26], but in the present case some very

weak ECL could be observed (Fig.1). However, at concentration level of 1.0 x10-5 M Ru(bpy)3
2+ the

ECL intensity with a pointed cathode was more than 1000-fold stronger than with the large area Pt

cup cathode. We believe that at a large area platinum cathode peroxydisulphate is practically

exclusively reduced by concerted two-electron reduction and therefore no sulphate radicals are

generated. However, a small portion of one-electron reduced Ru(bpy)3
2+ chelate (the ruthenium

oxidation state is not changed but the extra electron is added to the ligand-centered orbital

resulting in an unstable species in aqueous solution) [4] at the cathode may have sufficient

lifetime before decomposition in aqueous solution [4] to one-electron reduce peroxydisulphate

generating a minute amount of peroxydisulphate in the system which can finally oxidize another

one-electron reduced Ru(bpy)3
2+chelate to its excited state.

Fig. 1

Next, it was confirmed that borate buffer (which is exceptional buffer since it is only mildly

reactive with hydrated electrons and oxidizing radicals) [11] is also usable in the present case as

shown in the (Fig. 2). On this basis, also the rest of the measurements were decided to be carried

out in the borate buffer.

Fig. 2.

In anodic ECL of Ru(bpy)3
2+ at noble metal electrodes surfactants such as Tween 20 are normally

used mainly due to the need to increase the solubility of tripropyl amine [6]. When the effect of

Tween was tested the performance of large area cathode became somewhat better as shown in

Fig. 3. We assume that the presence of Tween could now increase the lifetime of one-electron



reduced Ru(bpy)3
2+ chelate. Thus, the ECL intensity was somewhat higher and better response

could be obtained for the high concentration of Ru(bpy)3
2+.

Fig. 3.

When the hydrated electron scavengers were added in the presently studied system, they

prevented HECL generation in the order of their second order reaction rate constants as observed

earlier in the case of Tb(III) chelate in the similar cell, as well as, in the case of Ru(bpy)3
2+ at oxide-

coated aluminium electrode during cathodic pulse-polarization [30]. When the balance between

oxidizing and reducing equivalents of the system were disturbed by addition of hydrogen peroxide

no clear beneficial effect of hydroxyl radicals formed upon one-electron reduction of hydrogen

peroxide could be observed. All the different types of fast hydrated electron scavengers (an

aromatic compound, an inorganic anion, an inorganic oxidant, an inorganic metal chelate)

prevented the HECL generation very efficiently at their high concentrations (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4.

When studying the effects of oxidizing radical scavengers (hole scavengers) it was observed that a

small concentration of hole scavenger producing a reducing secondary radical (formate and

ethanol) had a mild enhancing effect on HECL intensity (Fig. 5). This is assumed to mean that a

small increase on the reducing equivalents of the system promotes more efficient reduction of

Ru(bpy)3
3+ in its excited MLCT singlet or triplet state which is its emitting state both in its

photoluminescence and in the different types electrochemiluminescence [4]. Bromine atom

produced by one-electron oxidation of bromide ion was almost equally good oxidant for the

system as sulphate radical, but dibromine radical ions and molecular bromine prevailing at higher

concentrations of bromide ion were not sufficiently efficient oxidants in HECL generation

pathways. Azide and thiocyanate radical were behaving quite similarly to dibromine radical ions,

but consumption of sulphate radicals to produce iodine radical ions had a very clear adverse effect

on the HECL generation (Fig. 5). The production of weaker oxidants from the halide and

pseudohalide series like iodine ions had a clear adverse effect on the HECL. As a conclusion of

these measurements the sulphate radical is probably the best available oxidant for the present

system.



Fig. 5.

The energy diagram of the present system is presented in Fig 6. The diagram has been drawn on

the following basis. Cathodic pulse-polarization of pointed Pt electrode induces tunnel emission of

hot electrons into aqueous electrolyte solution as the primary step. These hot high energy

electrons can become hydrated electrons after thermalization and solvation processes as has been

discussed in detail previously [11,17,18,19]. The energy diagram also contains the energetics of

some of the secondary radicals produced by the free radical scavengers used in the system and

presented as at a flat band potential. The redox potentials of inorganic couples and Ru(bpy)3
2+

presented in the energy diagram are taken from references [4 ] and [23].

Fig. 6.

The mechanism of HECL is discussed below on the basis of the energy diagram (Fig. 6) and results

presented above. When eaq
- or other suitable one-electron reductans are available, sulphate

radicals can be generated from peroxodisulphate ions according to reaction (1)

eaq
-   +   S2O8

2-®   SO4
.-   +   SO4

2- k1  =  2.3x10
10

M
-1

 s
-1

  [23] (1)

After this, there are two obvious pathways to excite Ru(bpy)3
2+ to  its  excited 1MLCT or 3MLCT

states  at  energies  of  2.7  and  2.1  eV,  respectively  [4].  The  ECL  excitation  route  of  Ru(bpy)3
2+ can

occur by the reduction-initiated oxidative excitation (red-ox) pathway (reactions 2a and 2b), or the

oxidation-initiated reductive excitation (ox-red) pathway (reactions 3a and 3b) and is analogous to

that observed previously in case of ECL of Ru(bpy)3
2+ at oxide-covered aluminum electrodes [7].

Ru(bpy)3
2+   +   eaq

- ®   Ru(bpy)3
+ (2a)

Ru(bpy)3
+   + SO4

.- ® 1Ru(bpy)3
2+*   +   SO4

2- (2b)

Ru(bpy)3
2+   +   SO4

.- ®   Ru(bpy)3
3+   +   SO4

2- (3a)



Ru(bpy)3
3+   +   eaq

- ® 1or3Ru(bpy)3
2+* (3b)

Ru(bpy)3
2+ is rapidly reduced by hydrated electron [k(eaq

- + Ru(bpy)3
2+) = 8.2x1010 l  mol-1 s-1] [23],

or alternatively oxidised by a sulphate radical. The next step is the formation of 1Ru(bpy)3
2+* or

3Ru(bpy)3
2+*, i.e. the Ru(bpy)3

2+ in its excited 1MLCT or 3MLCT state, by the oxidation of Ru(bpy)3
+

(reaction 2b), or the reduction of Ru(bpy)3
3+ (reaction 3b) with the second-order rate constants of

k3b = 5.2x1010 l mol-1 s-1 but the reaction rate constant k2b is unknown [23]. As discussed previously

[RuAC), the calculated enthalpies for reactions 2b and 3b are ca. 4.5 eV and 4.0 eV, respectively,

when the standard reduction potentials of SO4
.-/SO4

2- , Ru(bpy)3
2+/Ru(bpy)3

+ ,

Ru(bpy)3
3+/Ru(bpy)3

2+ and hydrated electron are 3.4 V, -1.28 V, 1.26 V, and -2.9 V vs. SHE [4,23].

Thus the excitation steps (2b and 3b) are sufficiently energetic to result in Ru(bpy)3
2+ even in its

1MLCT state at 2.7 eV above the ground state, but because of a fast intersystem crossing (k ISC> 1010

s-1) [4], the 1MLCT state is quite probably mainly relaxed (reaction 4) to the 3MLCT state at 2.1 eV,

which is further relaxed to the ground state by a radiative transition  (reaction 5) displaying the

620 nm peak emission.

1Ru(bpy)3
2+*®3Ru(bpy)3

2+* (4)
3Ru(bpy)3

2+*®   Ru(bpy)3
2+   + hv (620 nm) (5)

As discussed earlier, in the simultaneous presence of hydrated electrons and sulphate radicals

[7,24], we suggest again in the present that ox-red excitation route is the dominant one, although

Mulazzani et al. [31,32] have proposed red-ox excitation pathway to be also an important

excitation mechanism.

For the analytical applicability there seems to be three alternatives. First, bioaffinity assays could

be carried out in small wells made in plastic at the surface of pointed cathode network. Secondly,

bioaffinity assays could be carried out on the surface of latex particles and finally measured e.g. in

holes trilled in stainless steel which are acting as anodes. Third obvious choice would be carry out

the assay on the surface of plastic wells that are coated with a conductive polymer or carbon paste

which act as anodes during detection step of the bioaffinity assay such as an immunoassay or a

DNA probe assay.



Conclusions

It is suggested that hot electrons are first injected into the conduction band of water by field

emission or by other high-field tunnelling mechanism and the electrons are thermalized and

solvated in water producing hydrated electrons as highly reducing mediators. These mediators are

able to produce sulphate radicals by one electron reduction of peroxydisulphate ion at diffusion

controlled rate. Tris(2,2’-bipyridine)ruthenium(II)  chelate is proposed to be excited mainly by

oxidation initiated route where it is first one-electron oxidized by sulphate radical and then

reduced by hydrated electron into its excited state.  This method allows simultaneous excitation of

derivatives of tris(2,2’-bipyridine)ruthenium(II) and Tb(III)-chelates. The former label compounds

have a luminescence lifetime of the order of microseconds, while the latter compounds generally

have a luminescence lifetime of around 2 milliseconds. Thus, the combined use of these labels

easily provides the basis for two-parameter bioassays by either wavelength or time discrimination

or their combination, such as in immunoassays or DNA-probe assays utilizing latex particles as

reaction sites and carriers.
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Fig. 1. Calibration plots of Ru(bpy)3
2+ at a pointed and large-area Pt electrodes in a

peroxydisulphate solution. Pointed area Pt electrode as a cathode and large-area Pt as an anode

(■); pointed area Pt electrode as a anode and large-area Pt as a cathode (●), solid lines total

signals (i.e. the sum of the delayed signal and the signal during the excitation pulse) and dashed

lines time-resolved signal with a delay time of 1 µs and gate width of 200 µs. Conditions: measured

through a 580-nm long pass filter, measuring buffer 0.05 M pH 9.2 Na2B4O7 containing 3 × 10-2 M

K2S2O8, coulostatic pulse generator excitation with pulse voltage -70 V, frequency 40 Hz and pulse

charge 200 µC, 1000 excitation cycles.
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Fig. 2. The effect of borate concentration on the HECL of Ru(bpy)3
2+ at a pointed Pt electrode.

Pointed area Pt electrode as a cathode and large-area Pt as an anode. Conditions: 1.0 × 10-6 M

Ru(bpy)3
2+ measured in the presence of 1.0 × 10-3 M K2S2O8 and 0.1 M Na2SO4, pH 7.1 adjusted

with 0.1 M H2SO4, 100 excitation cycles other conditions as in the Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Calibration plots of Ru(bpy)3
2+ at a pointed (●) and large-area Pt electrodes (■) in a

peroxydisulphate solution in the presence of Tween 20. Conditions: 0.20 M borate buffer at pH

9.2, 3x10-3 M K2S2O8, pulse voltage -40 V, pulse charge 200 µC, pulse frequency 20 Hz, 620-nm

Interference filter, 1000 excitation cycles.
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Fig. 4. The effect of various types of hydrated electron scavengers on the HECL of the present

system. The ECL signal in the presence of electron scavengers during the pulse polarization of 1000

excitation cycles, Co(NH3)6 (squares), benzophenone-4-carboxylate (circles), H2O2 (solid trangles),

NaNO3 (open triangles). Conditions : 1.0 × 10-6 M Ru(bpy)3
2+, 0.05 M Na2B4O7, pH 9.2, 1 × 10-3 M

K2S2O8, coulostatic pulse generator excitation with pulse voltage -40 V, frequency 40 Hz and pulse

charge 120 µC.
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Fig. 5. The effect of various types of hole scavengers on the HECL of the present system. The ECL

signals of the hole scavengers during the pulse polarization of 1000 excitation pulses NaBr (hollow

squares), NaSCN (circles), NaN3 (triangles), NaI (squares), HCOONa (hollow diamonds), EtOH (solid

diamonds). Conditions: as in Fig 4.
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Fig. 6. Schematic energy diagram of the Pt/Electrolyte interface. The principles of the diagram are

explained in the text.


